In previous work of this author and of John J. Walsh it was shown that many of the known examples of hereditarily infinite dimensional compacta have infinite cohomological dimension. In this paper, the class of compacta whose cohomological dimension is known to be infinite will be enlarged.
1. Introduction. The results of this paper form a part of a systematic approach for calculating the cohomological dimension of compacta that are known to be hereditarily infinite dimensional. This work was begun in [Wal] and has been carried further in [Ru2, Ru3] . Spaces that are hereditarily infinite dimensional are important in the study of cell-like maps and specifically in the problem of whether cell-like maps can raise dimension. It is known that if there exists a compactum whose dimension is infinite but whose cohomological dimension is finite, then that compactum will be the image of a cell-like dimension raising map [Wa2] . Such a space, if strongly infinite dimensional, contains by [Rul] a hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional closed subspace. For short expositions of the background material in this area, one should consult [GS, Ru4] .
For the current paper, it is best to key in on the result Theorem 3.1 of [Wal] ; let us state it here for reference.
Theorem.
Let {NX,N2} be a partition of the natural numbers. For each k g TVj, let Sk be a separator of the kth opposite faces Ak and Bk of the Hubert cube.
Let X = fl{Sk | k G Nx}; then for each finite subset A of N2, the projection of X into the A-coordinates is cohomologically stable. In particular, c-dim X ^ card(/V2).
In order to prove that c-dim X = oo it is required that there be an infinite set N2 of natural numbers such that in the construction of the space X, no separators of the faces Ak and Bk (k g N2) of the Hubert cube are to be used. In spite of that restriction, it was still shown in §7 of [Wal] that most of the extant examples (which were not necessarily constructed directly in accordance with the above theorem) had infinite cohomological dimension.
On the other hand, examples constructed in [Rul] do not readily yield to this analysis. In [Pol] there are new constructions of hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional compacta as intersections of separators in the Hilbert cube, and which would appear even more difficult to analyze via 1.1. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain a theorem similar to 1.1, but which will show that all examples in [Rul, Pol] of hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional compacta constructed as intersections of separators in the Hilbert cube have infinite cohomological dimension.
A few comments on the nature of the results in [Ru2, Ru3] are in order here. Since the results in [Ru3] on calculating cohomological dimension generalize those in [Ru2] , it is sufficient to comment on [Ru3] . Foremost it must be noted that the emphasis there is on spaces which are not the intersection in 700 of a collection of separators of opposite face pairs. Rather, that paper covers spaces that are related to intersections of separators with another space Y lying in I00, where Y has a certain dimension intersection property, DIP^, T2). This is described in §3 of [Ru3] at the bottom of p. 223.
The Corollary to Theorem 3.2 of [Ru3] then shows that a certain class of compacta has infinite cohomological dimension. It is interesting to note, though, that a requirement similar to one in [Wal] , that an infinite number of face pairs not be separated, is also used. The author is studying this and comparing it with the present paper to see if this stipulation can be eliminated.
2. Preliminaries. Spaces are assumed metrizable if not otherwise stated. Let u denote the natural numbers and for each j g u, let L, = [-1,1]. We use 7 for [0, 1] and 7°° for U{Ij\j eu}, the Hilbert cube. If A c u, then let 7A be the set of points x in 7°° such that x¡ = 0 if j £ A; but if k G u, then /* will usually denote those x for which x¡ = 0 when j > k. Hence Ik is a k-ce\l and we shall use Sk to denote 37*+ 1.
The notations trA: 700 -» Ia and itf. 7°° -» f will be used to denote (coordinate) projections. The jth faces of the Hilbert cube are A¡ = irj~\ -1) and 7?y = irj~\l), j e wIf A, B are disjoint closed subsets of a space X, and 5" is a closed subset of X such that X -S is the union of separated sets U, V with A C U, B c V, then we call S a separator of (A, B) in X. For the notions of essential family, EilenbergMac Lane space, stable mapping, cohomologically stable mapping, one should consult [Ru2] . Other terminology not covered there can be found in [Ru3, Wal] . Let us assume though, without loss of generality, that each Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Z, n) = Kn dealt with herein is an ANE for metric spaces. Also we assume that Kn is obtained from 5"' by attaching cells of dimension > « + 2.
For convenience, let us state Lemma 2.7 of [Ru3] .
2.1. Lemma. Let M0 be a space of dimension m + 1, let {(A'k, B'k)\l <&<«? + 1} be an essential family for M0, and let A = (J{(A'k U B'k) |1 < k < m + 1}. Suppose F: A -> Sm is a map such that A'k = F~\Ak n Sm), B'k = F~\Bk n Sm), 1 < k < «î-f-1. Then there does not exist an extension of F to a map of M0 to Km.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose now that 0 < a, < 1, j g u, and define AJ = w7l [ -l, -a¡] , B* = ir7l [a , 1] . Let us call (AJ, B*) a thickening of the faces (Aj} Bj). This terminology will be convenient for use in the next section.
3. Examples. In §5 of [Pol] , the author constructed hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional compacta in 7°° of the form fl{ L] \ j g T} where T c co is infinite and u -T i= 0. In all other respects T is arbitrary. The sets L are separators in 7°° of (Aj, Bj), chosen in a very careful way. For simplicity one usually assumes 1 if, and this we do in the sequel. Examining 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 of [Pol] one can detect that the following are true. Pol's construction is rather efficient, and the above facts are readily obtained from it even though they were not stated as such. On the other hand, the construction of hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional compacta in [Rul] is more complicated, and the properties of this construction are less readily discerned. Still, a careful examination of §6 thereof will show a certain similarity between it and that of [Pol] .
Again the compacta are of the form fl{ £ A j g Y} with the same restriction on T as above (we used Zy instead of Lj there). The major difference which bears upon the present paper comes as a result of Theorem 4.9 of [Rul] and appears in the proof of Theorem 6.2 where it is necessary to be able to select from an infinite set of indices, \~\W,n), in order to be sure that f){F(S¿) | m g \-l(W,n)} c C\{Sm\m g X~l(W, «)}. If we substitute any infinite subset of Xl(W,n) for \~l(W,n) in the preceding, we could still achieve the stated inclusion, but the proof requires an infinite set. For this reason, the examples of [Rul] satisfy something weaker than what is listed in 3.1, namely the following. The examples of the form f){Lj\j g T} of §5 of [Pol] satisfy 3.1, and those of [Rul] satisfy 3.2.
Although the examples in [Pol] appear to have stronger properties, we shall see that the conditions in 3.2 are sufficient to prove that any example of either type has infinite cohomological dimension.
3.4. Note. Any space of the form D{ £, |./ g T} satisfying 3.1 also satisfies 3.2.
Calculations of cohomological dimension.
Here now is the main theorem of the paper.
4.1. Theorem. Any space X = D{ £,\ j g T} where {£,| j g T} and T are as in 3.2 has infinite cohomological dimension.
Corollary.
The hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional spaces of [Rul] and of §5 of [Pol] have infinite cohomological dimension.
Proof. The corollary follows from 3.3, 3.4 and the theorem. To prove the theorem, let A c T* be finite. Let 7A be denoted by 7m + 1 and S'" = 37m+1, where m + 1 = card A. Let tt = irA: 7°° -> 7m + 1. There is a map r: I00 -» 7°° which is the identity on ir~l(Sm) and so that r~\Aj) Z> AJ, r-\Bj)^B* for y'eA. Let e = it ° r: Ix -> 7m + 1. It is our aim to show that the map e\X: X -* 7m + 1 is cohomologically stable. Suppose though that it is not; so there is a map £: X -* Km which agrees with e on e~l(Sm) n X. Extend £ to a map of X U e~l(Sm) to A"m by defining £(x) = e(x) for x g e_1(S""). Using the fact that Km is an ANE, extend £ further to an open neighborhood U of X U e"1(5'm) in 7CC. You can check that F~l(Aj n 5"") 3 ,4*, £_1(£/ nSm)0_Bj* for ; S A. Choose F to be an open neighborhood of X U e-\Sm) so that Kc[/.
Choose /c so large that any map tt*: 700 -» 7°° which is the identity on the first A: coordinates is so close to the identity that tr*(X U e~1(Sm)) c F and tt*(V) c £. Also choose k so that 7m + 1 c /*, i.e., so that all elements of A are less than k.
Define subsets Ax = {2,...,*:} H (r -A) and A2 = {2,...,k} -(A U A:) of {2,..., k}. Thus {A, Als A2} is a pairwise disjoint collection of subsets of {2,..., k) whose union is {2,...,k}.
There is a homotopy «: 700 X 7 -» 700 given by h(x,t) = y where j/, = x¡ for / < /V and yi = (1 -t)x¡ for / > A. Let h,(x) denote h(x,t). Then h, is an embedding for all U< 1, and «j = 77A.: 7X -^ 7*.
For each ;' g Ax, let Lj = £y n 7*. Let ^ = [!{£,|y g T -A,} and let A" = Xx r\r\{Lj\j e Ax}. Thus A" c A and by virtue of the choice of k and the fact that each ht is the identity on the first k coordinates, we see that h[(X' U e~1(Sm)) X 7] is a compact subset of V. If X" is within a sufficiently small neighborhood of A", then we also have h(X" X 7) c V. Hence it is true that if LJ, j g A,, is chosen sufficiently close to L'-in 7°°, then we will have h(X" X I) c V where X" = Xx n n{L*|v'GA,}.
We select thus a transverse collection {£*|j'gA, U A2} of (k -l)-dimensional PL manifolds in Ik so that each LJ is a separator of (Aj n Ik, Bj n Ik) in 7* and for j g A,, £* is "close" to £'. It is sufficient that these sets LJ be polyhedra. Then M = f]{ L* \ j e Ax U A2} is a polyhedron whose dimension is at most k -card(Aj U A2) = m + 2, and h(X" X I) c V where X" = Xx n M.
Suppose 0 < t < 1. Then the embedding ht is the identity on Ik; thus «,(A") = «,(^)nM = n{«,(£/)|yer-A1}nM. Define £y to be LJ X Qk, j G A, U A2. Note that L, is a separator of (Aj O (Ik X Qk), B/D(Ik X Qk)) in Ik X Qk, the latter being a copy of the Hilbert cube. Also, ht(Aj) = Ay n (Ik X Qk) and «,(£,) = Bj n (7* X gj for _/' G A, U A2. On the other hand, for j e T -A,, h,(L,) is a separator of («,(/!,), «,(£,)) in /* X gA = «,(7°°). It folows by 5.5, 5.2 of [RSW] that K = C\{h,(Lj)\j g T -A,} n n{ L; 17' G Aj U A2} contains a continuum from Ax to Bx in 7A X Qk since 1 <£ T U A2 = (T -A,) U A, U A2.
From the preceding we see that h~x(K) contains a continuum from Ax to 7?,.
Also h;\K) c fl{£y|7 g T -A,}, and r -Ax contains the subset A of T* as well as an infinite subset of T*. For each x G T, where T c Ix is the totally disconnected set of 3.2(a), choose a point yx e ttx1(x) D h~l(K) and let A = [yx\x g £}. Hence by 3.2(c), A has an infinite essential family; but for our purposes we only use the information that {(A* ilA,fi*nA)|ieA} is an essential family for A. Since «, does not change A-coordinates or the first coordinate, then {(A* n «,(A), B* n «,(A))|; g A} is an essential family for «,(A). Let M0 = TTk(ht(A). By the reasoning just used, {(A* n M0, B* n Af0)|/' g A} is an essential family for M0, and since «,(A) <z K <z V, M0<z U. Now note that M0 c 77A(n{I,|; g A, U A2}) = 7rA(n{L; x Qk\j g A, U A2}) = *r*(M X g*) = M.
But for each x g T, M0 contains at most one point of tr{1(x) n Ik, so A70 is totally disconnected. Hence we see that dim M0 < dim M = m + 2. But since card A = w + 1, then dimM0 = m + 1. Now we have £|M0: M0 -» Am. Reviewing Lemma 2.1, we see that the existence of the map F\M0 leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof of 4.1. 4.3. Generalization. In [Wal] there was another theorem, Theorem 3.2, in which it was shown that certain spaces have infinite cohomological dimension. The difference is that in 3.2, the space is the intersection, in a special way, of continuumwise separators. The way the result is stated, these continuum-wise separators do not necessarily extend to continuum-wise separators of the appropriate faces of the Hilbert cube. Because of this, we do not know how to apply our technique of proof to a case in which the hypotheses are parallel to those in 3.2 of [Wal] . On the other hand, if we change separator to continuum-wise separator in 3.2(b), then Theorem 4.1 is still true, and in some sense the second theorem of [Wal] is generalized. To prove the result, only minor changes in the proof of 4.1 are needed. Using 4.4 below, you may assume that for jeA,, £ is a separator instead of continuum-wise separator. In place of 5.5 and 5.2, use 5.6 and 5.2 of [RSW] to ascertain that K contains a continuum from Ax to £,.
4.4. Lemma. Let L be compact and A, B be disjoint closed subsets of L. Let L0 be a continuum-wise separator of (A, B) in L and let U be a neighborhood of £0. Then there exists a separator S of (A, B) in L such that S c U. This is Proposition 5.2 of [Bo] .
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